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written strictly as per mumbai university syllabus this book provides a complete guide to the
theoretical as well as the practical implementation of dbms concepts including e r model relational
algebra sql queries integrity security database design transaction management query processing and
procedural sql language this book assumes no prior knowledge of the reader on the subject key
features large number of application oriented problem statements and review exercises along with
their solutions are provided for hands on practice includes 12 university question paper for it
department dec 08 may 14 with solutions to provide an overview of university question pattern lab
manual along with desired output for queries is provided as per recommendations by mumbai
university all the sql queries mentioned in the book are performed and applicable for oracle dbms tool
sgn the ebook mucmet mumbai university common management entrance test covers all sections of
the exam introduction to auditing has been written by a group of experienced teachers for t y b com
students of university of mumbai this book has been designed to provide comprehensive coverage of
the syllabus prescribed by the university of mumbai it covers the topics as mentioned in the syllabus
for the subject in a simple and lucid style a significant value addition is the inclusion of questions
related to each topic from previous examinations key features theoretical questions with answers
given in each chapter numerous questions with hints for answers from previous university
examinations students will know the trend and pattern of examinations by using this book i have
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always felt that indira gandhi is the exceptional and foremost example of the dynastic politics of
independent india she is a perfect example of dynastic rule on one hand she is called the iron lady on
the other hand people pay tribute to her dictatorship for imposing emergency in the country where on
one hand indira gandhi carved her name in golden letters in indian history by dividing pakistan into
two on the contrary she has also endured the slogans like sanjay ki mummy badi nikammi for blindly
loving her son like gandhari loved duryodhana nonetheless we cannot forget that it was indira gandhi
who gave wings to india s strength and courage by conducting the nuclear test however she was also
the prime minister for whom the high court issued orders to be removed from her office in fact indira
gandhi is merely a symbol of dynasty politics the point here is to remind the young people that they
cannot strive for ideal politics by idolising those who have flourished through family inheritance of
post or position in today s scenario there are numerous political parties that operate under a single
family s control although i hold great admiration for indira gandhi however her darker side is perhaps
more prominent hence i believe that young aspirants who are interested in politics can learn valuable
lessons from this book on what not to do this is an invaluable collection for scholars working on the
princely states of india due to abundance of sources consulted and broad coverage of the subject it
includes contributions by authors from europe uk india and north america both editors are highly
regarded and well reputed scholars most contributors are well known researchers in their field it will
be of interest to scholarly community in europe uk north america asia and australia where indian
history and politics is taught this ambitious and vivid study in six volumes explores the journey of a
single electrifying story from its first incarnation in a medieval french poem through its prolific rebirth
in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries the juggler of notre dame tells how an entertainer
abandons the world to join a monastery but is suspected of blasphemy after dancing his devotion
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before a statue of the madonna in the crypt he is saved when the statue delighted by his skill
miraculously comes to life jan ziolkowski tracks the poem from its medieval roots to its rediscovery in
late nineteenth century paris before its translation into english in britain and the united states the
visual influence of the tale on gothic revivalism and vice versa in america is carefully documented
with lavish and inventive illustrations and ziolkowski concludes with an examination of the explosion
of interest in the juggler of notre dame in the twentieth century and its place in mass culture today
volume 3 the american middle ages hinges upon two figures influenced by the juggler henry adams
scion of presidents and distinguished cultural historian whose works contributed to the rise of
medievalism in america during the gilded age and ralph adams cram the architect whose vision of
gothic accounts directly or indirectly for the campuses of west point princeton yale chicago notre
dame and many other universities across america the juggler of notre dame and the medievalizing of
modernity is a rich case study for the reception of the middle ages in modernity spanning centuries
and continents the medieval period is understood through the lens of its post modern reception in
europe and america profound connections between the verbal and the visual are illustrated by a rich
trove of images including book illustrations stained glass postage stamps architecture and christmas
cards presented with great clarity and simplicity ziolkowski s work is accessible to the general reader
while its many new discoveries will be valuable to academics in such fields and disciplines as
medieval studies medievalism philology literary history art history folklore performance studies and
reception studies city of gold urbs prima in indis maximum city no indian metropolis has captivated
the public imagination quite like mumbai the past decade has seen an explosion of historical writing
on the city that was once bombay this book featuring new essays by its finest historians presents a
rich sample of bombay s palimpsestic pasts it considers the making of urban communities and spaces
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the workings of power and the nationalist makeover of the colonial city in addressing these themes
the contributors to this volume engage critically with the scholarship of a distinguished historian of
this frenetic metropolis for over five decades jim masselos has brought to life with skill and empathy
bombay s hidden histories his books and essays have traversed an extraordinarily diverse range of
subjects from the actions of the city s elites to the struggles of its most humble denizens his
pioneering research has opened up new perspectives and inspired those who have followed in his
wake bombay before mumbai is a fitting tribute to masselos enduring contribution to south asian
urban history csit aptikom journal on computer science and information technologies published by
aptikom organized by aptikom publisher and pandawan csit is published three a year every march july
and november this is the first socio legal multi jurisdictional study on hazing ragging this book
considers four countries the usa india sri lanka and australia it states the legal position identifies
lacunas in law and proposes possible legal solutions unfortunately laws regulations and policies have
failed to stamp out hazing from university campuses and residential colleges hazing has spiralled out
of control in a number of countries it has descended into a cruel barbaric and inhuman practice the
number of students subjected to hazing and sexual abuse is alarming according to a 2022 survey
more than half 53 of american students who were part of a fraternity or sorority experienced hazing
students are murdered harmed abused and suffer long term trauma the prevention of hazing is one of
the most important responsibilities of 21st century universities the theme of the book is that
universities are in the best position to protect students from hazing and must play a vital role as a
sociological study the book also considers why hazing occurs and what can be done to prevent it
without engaging with the underlying causes legal punitive measures continue to address the
symptom rather than the cause the book therefore explores how a more innovative approach to
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regulation can help tackle the cause the book will be of interest to policy makers regulators at
universities education and legal academics and personal injury lawyers this book constitutes the
refereed proceedings of the third international conference on advances in computing communication
and control icac3 2013 held in mumbai india in january 2013 the 69 papers presented in this volume
were carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in the book they deal with topics such as image
processing artificial intelligence robotics wireless communications data warehousing and mining and
are organized in topical sections named computing communication control and others ozzy the cat
describes the activities of the unusual fantora family which includes a clairvoyant grandmother an
invisible boy and a vegetarian vampire aunt world cities and nation states takes a global perspective
to show how national governments and states provinces regions continue to play a decisive and often
positive partnership role with world cities the 16 chapter book ï 1 2 comprised of two introductory
chapters 12 central chapters that draw on case studies and two summary chapters draws on over 40
interviews with national ministers city government officials business leaders and expert academics a
collection of ethnographic essays on the city of mumbai erstwhile bombay the volume questions the
city s claim of a self projected cosmopolitanism by exploring its relationship with religion the parsis
are india s smallest minority community yet they have exercised a huge influence on the country as
pioneers in education in nineteenth century india and as leading figures in banking and commerce
medicine law and journalism they were at the forefront of india s industrial revolution parsis were also
at the heart of the creation of the indian national congress in the nineteenth century and contributed
some of the great leaders through into the twentieth century this book written by notable experts in
the field explores various key aspects of the parsis it spans the time from their arrival in india to the
twenty first century all contributions are based on original research and most of them use hitherto
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unexplored primary sources the first part of the book analyzes the topic of parsi migration from very
different points of view the second part presents leading parsi personalities of the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries the final part is a set of studies of the parsi traditional community in bombay and
an examination of three different diasporas the concluding chapter by john r hinnells shows the range
of contributions of parsis to modern india and also in the diasporas where the zoroastrian religion is
practiced in more countries around the globe than at any time in its history of more than 3 000 years
this book is the first monograph to study the processes of establishing and reconstructing the
academician system and the landmark events in the history of science and technology in 20th century
china it also provides new insights to help us understand the process of scientific institutionalization
in modern china drawing on detailed archive records it discusses the process of the establishment of
the academia sinica s academician system in the republic of china as well as the unique and tortuous
transformation process from members of the academic divisions 学部委员 to academicians of the chinese
academy of sciences 中国科学院 in the people s republic of china these play an important part of china s
modernization process and reflect scientific institutionalization in china the book also highlights the
fact that under the leadership of the government the academic elite became participants in the
construction of national academic system after the founding of the people s republic of china this
book is about skateboard video and experimental ways of thinking about cities it makes a provocative
argument to consider skate video as an archive of the city from below here below has a dual meaning
first below refers to an unofficial archive a subaltern history of urban space second below refers to the
angle from which skateboarders and filmers gaze upon capture and consume the city from the ground
up since taking to the streets in the early 1980s skateboarding has been captured on film video tape
and digital memory cards edited into consumable forms and circulated around the world videos are
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objects amenable to ethnographic analysis while also archiving exercises in urban ethnography by
their creators i advocate for taking skate video seriously as a fragile archive of the urban backstage
collective memory across time and space creative urban practice urban encounters people to people
and people to object s and the globalization of a subculture at once delinquent and magnificent
housing problems have become increasingly complex in the global south an increased pressure to
upgrade older stock to provide adequate infrastructure and bring city amenities to urban peripheries
compounds the continued need for new housing of a decent standard this comprehensive volume
spans nine countries simultaneously analyzing innovative housing policies and questioning the idea of
innovation in this arena the authors describe three persistent global challenges to contemporary
policy the inherent difficulty in mass producing housing of decent quality with access to the city the
challenge of community based upgrading programmes which often fail to benefit those who are worst
off and the political root of housing policies which don t always consider the diverse needs of
populations at the expense of the least powerful this volume raises questions about what many
consider the two most successful areas of housing policy in the global south the community based
land sharing programmes for redevelopment in south east asia and the finance driven social housing
programmes in latin america the authors examine mass housing production programmes incremental
development processes community based urban upgrading the legal structure of condominiums and
land sharing policies while also highlighting challenges to policy learning across contexts this book will
be of great interest to students researchers and those involved with contemporary housing policies
particularly in the global south it was originally published as a special issue of the international journal
of housing policy preeti was sorry but wanted her parents to know the truth behind her suicide she
advised her parents not to go to the police with her letter as it may not result in anything since her
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tormentors were very powerful they might have to lose sleep over the issue and their lives were at
risk she didn t identify her perpetrators since they were powerful in the society all their parents were
powerful while one was a politician one was a multi millionaire and others were highly placed
bureaucrats they could buy anyone for money and finally they had her videos her final words were
sorry mom and dad what manish and shrishti will do will they approach the police again if they take
law in their own hands will they succeed dishonourably dismissed from the police force roy has been
condemned to a life of obscurity the twist in the tale comes with the murder of a well known man in
the mumbai finance circle roy is hired by the self made tycoon jayesh kumar to probe the case while
roy is excited at the chance at redemption he fails to understand why he became the chosen one
what looks at first an open and shut case quite rapidly evolves into a tale of deceit and revenge roy
must take care not to fall for the suspect and not to see things as they appear as his personal life gets
tied to the success of the case the question becomes not whether he can have faith in strangers but
whether he can trust his friends inspired from real life cases the monsoon murders is a fast paced
detective novel taking the indian crime fiction genre to mysterious depths cinematic terror takes a
uniquely long view of filmmakers depiction of terrorism examining how cinema has been a site of
intense conflict between paramilitaries state authorities and censors for well over a century in the
process it takes us on a journey from the first age of terror that helped trigger world war one to the
global war on terror that divides countries and families today tony shaw looks beyond hollywood to
pinpoint important trends in the ways that film industries across europe north and south america asia
africa and the middle east have defined terrorism down the decades drawing on a vast array of studio
archives government documentation personal interviews and box office records shaw examines the
mechanics of cinematic terrorism and challenges assumptions about the links between political
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violence and propaganda born against a background of privation and civil war divided along lines of
caste class language and religion independent india emerged somehow as a united and democratic
country ramachandra guha s hugely acclaimed book tells the full story the pain and the struggle the
humiliations and the glories of the world s largest and least likely democracy while india is sometimes
the most exasperating country in the world it is also the most interesting ramachandra guha writes
compellingly of the myriad protests and conflicts that have peppered the history of free india moving
between history and biography the story of modern india is peopled with extraordinary characters
guha gives fresh insights into the lives and public careers of those long serving prime ministers
jawaharlal nehru and indira gandhi but the book also writes with feeling and sensitivity about lesser
known though not necessarily less important indians peasants tribals women workers and musicians
massively researched and elegantly written india after gandhi is a remarkable account of india s
rebirth and a work already hailed as a masterpiece of single volume history this tenth anniversary
edition published to coincide with seventy years of india s independence is revised and expanded to
bring the narrative up to the present for sumit life was on the right track with a successful and
promising career ahead so little did he expect it to hit him so hard that it would disrupt normalcy and
force him to take a path least traversed with shattered dreams and no hopes of resuscitation he
collects back those pieces and starts rebuilding everything from scratch in order to recoup his honour
and dignity alternating between timelines of the past and present set against the backdrop of haldia
rourkela and mumbai simon s debut novel the bitter half a dichotomy of trust betrayal is inspired by a
set of true events that provides a poignant view into the dark world of a litigant s melancholic
sufferings sociometrics and human relationships translates the latest academic research into practical
business strategies and techniques for social network analysis this essential new title is key reading
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for students and practitioners across marketing design sociology psychology and the humanities and
comes with a free academic license of condor the book is primarily based on the facts and figures
culled out from official records such as regimental histories war diaries of the units and higher
formations of the indian armed forces maintained by the india office library london the national
archives of india delhi and the records preserved in various states archives correspondence between
the secretary of state for war and the viceroy in india was another vital source material the war
dispatches from the force commanders to the commander in chief also helped in understanding the
nuances of the first world war ww i authentic published sources some of which are first hand accounts
by participating commanders have also been used as ibm scale out network attached storage sonas is
adopted it is important to provide information about planning installation and daily administration this
ibm redbooks publication also describes leading tuning practices information gained by those who
implement and support sonas these preferred practices are based on hands on experience from the
field monitoring of the sonas system is included this ibm redbooks publication provides information
about ibm sonas features and function at the 1 5 1 level this book is the companion to the ibm sonas
implementation guide sg24 7962 ibm redbooks publication it is intended for readers who have
implemented sonas and are responsible for daily administration and monitoring it was all lovely it was
all normal the college was filled with hot girls and desperate boys and stale oily canteen food and
impertinent yet funny teachers who loved insulting their students and vice versa it was a dumb place
although not as dumb as karan johar s idea of college aarush aisha and rishi were living their best
lives so it was all lovely it was all normal until the new girl joined in they never knew it will all change
forever get ready to witness a murder a mystery a lie a friendship love and hatred get ready to be
engrossed in this psychological fiction suspense and thriller get ready for she was a friend in need
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who was she what was she hiding and what did she want will aarush be able to find the answers or
will he end up losing something someone find out as he narrates his college diary to his nineteen year
old daughter during the last two decades rapid economic growth and development in india has been
based upon the mass employment of informal labour using case studies from three urban regions this
book examines this growth in modern india s cities and towns it argues that india has undergone a
process of uneven and combined development during its integration with the world economy leading
to a distorted form of urban development this book is about work and resistance in india s massive
informal economy it looks at the growth of informal labour in bangalore mumbai and new delhi during
an era of neoliberal economic policymaking going beyond mainstream accounts it argues that india s
rapid economic development has been based upon the mass employment of workers on low wages
who lack basic social protection and rights at work it discusses how urban development in india is
characterised by a combination of industrialisation industrial relocation restructuring and
informalisation departing from some existing studies of de industrialisation it re frames
informalisation as a process that complements rather than contradicts contemporary industrialisation
in rapidly emerging economies the book adopts a classes of labour approach classifying each case of
informal labour as a specific form of exploitation as a different way for employers to lower production
costs control workers and increase enterprise flexibility offering a critique of existing data on the
measurement and monitoring of informal labour and employment the book is relevant to students and
scholars of development studies international political economy and south asian studies with the
immense amount of data that is now available online security concerns have been an issue from the
start and have grown as new technologies are increasingly integrated in data collection storage and
transmission online cyber threats cyber terrorism hacking and other cybercrimes have begun to take
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advantage of this information that can be easily accessed if not properly handled new privacy and
security measures have been developed to address this cause for concern and have become an
essential area of research within the past few years and into the foreseeable future the ways in which
data is secured and privatized should be discussed in terms of the technologies being used the
methods and models for security that have been developed and the ways in which risks can be
detected analyzed and mitigated the research anthology on privatizing and securing data reveals the
latest tools and technologies for privatizing and securing data across different technologies and
industries it takes a deeper dive into both risk detection and mitigation including an analysis of
cybercrimes and cyber threats along with a sharper focus on the technologies and methods being
actively implemented and utilized to secure data online highlighted topics include information
governance and privacy cybersecurity data protection challenges in big data security threats and
more this book is essential for data analysts cybersecurity professionals data scientists security
analysts it specialists practitioners researchers academicians and students interested in the latest
trends and technologies for privatizing and securing data this autobiography is a rare story of the
courage and the conviction of a person holding a position of power and authority taking on the high
and the mighty refusing to buckle under pressure and do what is unethical and illegal risking his
career time and again the author had a journey in defiance fighting relentlessly against the corrupt
system during his two decades long tenure he had to quite often face the trials by fire in order to
secure his college with a solid foundation of perennial values transparency and commitment to truth
the autobiography is in four parts part i blissful ignorance narrates the life of a rustic village boy and
how he transformed part ii awakening is about the author s struggle to find meaning and purpose for
existence and becoming a teacher by accident part iii rise is regarding his appointment as the
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principal the conspiracy to scuttle the appointment and his legal battles part iv turbulence is about his
uninterrupted nerve racking duel with multiple authorities to reinstate the truth and justice and
protect the institution of principal and by taking a high moral ground and displaying mental toughness
he weathered a turbulent period of calculated verbal assaults aimed at making him dispirited and
crippled this is the first time that such an autobiography is penned by the head of any educational
institution giving a gripping account of his torrid times the book makes an interesting and
inspirational reading it is rich engaging and very truthful the heads of educational institutions
particularly the future generation of academic administrators will profit by the book who can buy
students pursuing b com bba m com mba and other commerce and professional courses it is
according to the syllabus of various universities income tax law and accounts book is the outcome of
the desire to present the provisions income tax in a simple and easy language all the relevant facts
and provisions have been presented in such a way that even a common man may easily understand
the provisions of income tax provisions of the act have been explained with the help of formulae
clarifications tables illustrations etc all the provisions of income tax applicable for the assessment
year have been incorporated in the book including provisions of finance act 2019 and latest circulars
issued by cbdt the guide opens with an overview of the history of the positive in psychiatry a
summary of the effectiveness of positive interventions and an over arching conceptualization of the
field of positive psychiatry thirteen detailed cases follow organized into three sections mental health
medical care and educational and coaching interventions the book presents papers from the 6th
international conference on big data and cloud computing challenges icbcc 2019 held at the
university of missouri kansas city usa on september 9 and 10 2019 and organized in collaboration
with vit chennai the book includes high quality original research on various aspects of big data and
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cloud computing offering perspectives from the industrial and research communities on how to
address the current challenges in the field as such it is a valuable reference resource for researchers
and practitioners in academia and industry india s economic growth has brought opportunities for
many but to what extent has it benefitted its ethnically shaped underclass the dalits have dalits fared
better in a neoliberal india or have structural economic and social changes served to magnify dalit
disadvantage this volume offers a varied picture of dalit experience in different states in
contemporary india the essays draw on factual research in rural and urban areas by experts in the
field with case studies ranging from dalit entrepreneurs in bhopal to housewives in tamil nadu to ex
millworkers in mumbai the book contends that radically progressive change and advance is attended
by discrimination and exclusion as well as surprising new areas of stigma with contributions by
political scientists anthropologists sociologists and economists the volume will be key reading for
scholars and students of dalit and subaltern studies sociology political science and economics this
book contains the best selected research papers presented at ictcs 2020 fifth international conference
on information and communication technology for competitive strategies the conference was held at
jaipur rajasthan india during 11 12 december 2020 the book covers state of the art as well as
emerging topics pertaining to ict and effective strategies for its implementation for engineering and
managerial applications this book contains papers mainly focused on ict for computation algorithms
and data analytics and it security autobiographical reminiscences of ram naik born 1934 politician
from maharashtra india this volume brings together established and emerging scholars from
academia and think tanks to reflect on important conceptual strategic and developmental issues in
india s national security it provides a comprehensive understanding of national security through a
more open approach covering both traditional and non traditional concerns that have a bearing on the
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survival and well being of humanity it discusses key themes such as perceptions about china civil
military relations gender and military nuclear safety arms trade and cybersecurity human security
food and water security soft power and the media s role in covering security issues as a festschrift for
commodore c uday bhaskar it highlights and adds to his scholarly contributions to the national
security debate in the country for the past three decades a unique contribution this volume will be
indispensable for students and researchers of politics and international relations national security
human security geopolitics non traditional security military and strategic studies and south asian
studies this document records the multiple explorations carried out in the spring and fall of 2005 by
the students in the graduate sutdios at the tauban college of architecture and urban planning at the
university of michigan p 5
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written strictly as per mumbai university syllabus this book provides a complete guide to the
theoretical as well as the practical implementation of dbms concepts including e r model relational
algebra sql queries integrity security database design transaction management query processing and
procedural sql language this book assumes no prior knowledge of the reader on the subject key
features large number of application oriented problem statements and review exercises along with
their solutions are provided for hands on practice includes 12 university question paper for it
department dec 08 may 14 with solutions to provide an overview of university question pattern lab
manual along with desired output for queries is provided as per recommendations by mumbai
university all the sql queries mentioned in the book are performed and applicable for oracle dbms tool

Database Management System (University of Mumbai)
2022-06-01

sgn the ebook mucmet mumbai university common management entrance test covers all sections of
the exam
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introduction to auditing has been written by a group of experienced teachers for t y b com students of
university of mumbai this book has been designed to provide comprehensive coverage of the syllabus
prescribed by the university of mumbai it covers the topics as mentioned in the syllabus for the
subject in a simple and lucid style a significant value addition is the inclusion of questions related to
each topic from previous examinations key features theoretical questions with answers given in each
chapter numerous questions with hints for answers from previous university examinations students
will know the trend and pattern of examinations by using this book

Introduction to Auditing (University of Mumbai)
2023-12-21

i have always felt that indira gandhi is the exceptional and foremost example of the dynastic politics
of independent india she is a perfect example of dynastic rule on one hand she is called the iron lady
on the other hand people pay tribute to her dictatorship for imposing emergency in the country where
on one hand indira gandhi carved her name in golden letters in indian history by dividing pakistan into
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two on the contrary she has also endured the slogans like sanjay ki mummy badi nikammi for blindly
loving her son like gandhari loved duryodhana nonetheless we cannot forget that it was indira gandhi
who gave wings to india s strength and courage by conducting the nuclear test however she was also
the prime minister for whom the high court issued orders to be removed from her office in fact indira
gandhi is merely a symbol of dynasty politics the point here is to remind the young people that they
cannot strive for ideal politics by idolising those who have flourished through family inheritance of
post or position in today s scenario there are numerous political parties that operate under a single
family s control although i hold great admiration for indira gandhi however her darker side is perhaps
more prominent hence i believe that young aspirants who are interested in politics can learn valuable
lessons from this book on what not to do

Indira Files: A Critical Look at The Controversial Side of
Indira Gandhi
2007-10-18

this is an invaluable collection for scholars working on the princely states of india due to abundance of
sources consulted and broad coverage of the subject it includes contributions by authors from europe
uk india and north america both editors are highly regarded and well reputed scholars most
contributors are well known researchers in their field it will be of interest to scholarly community in
europe uk north america asia and australia where indian history and politics is taught
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India's Princely States
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this ambitious and vivid study in six volumes explores the journey of a single electrifying story from
its first incarnation in a medieval french poem through its prolific rebirth in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries the juggler of notre dame tells how an entertainer abandons the world to join a
monastery but is suspected of blasphemy after dancing his devotion before a statue of the madonna
in the crypt he is saved when the statue delighted by his skill miraculously comes to life jan ziolkowski
tracks the poem from its medieval roots to its rediscovery in late nineteenth century paris before its
translation into english in britain and the united states the visual influence of the tale on gothic
revivalism and vice versa in america is carefully documented with lavish and inventive illustrations
and ziolkowski concludes with an examination of the explosion of interest in the juggler of notre dame
in the twentieth century and its place in mass culture today volume 3 the american middle ages
hinges upon two figures influenced by the juggler henry adams scion of presidents and distinguished
cultural historian whose works contributed to the rise of medievalism in america during the gilded age
and ralph adams cram the architect whose vision of gothic accounts directly or indirectly for the
campuses of west point princeton yale chicago notre dame and many other universities across
america the juggler of notre dame and the medievalizing of modernity is a rich case study for the
reception of the middle ages in modernity spanning centuries and continents the medieval period is
understood through the lens of its post modern reception in europe and america profound
connections between the verbal and the visual are illustrated by a rich trove of images including book
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illustrations stained glass postage stamps architecture and christmas cards presented with great
clarity and simplicity ziolkowski s work is accessible to the general reader while its many new
discoveries will be valuable to academics in such fields and disciplines as medieval studies
medievalism philology literary history art history folklore performance studies and reception studies

The Juggler of Notre Dame and the Medievalizing of
Modernity.
2019-08-15

city of gold urbs prima in indis maximum city no indian metropolis has captivated the public
imagination quite like mumbai the past decade has seen an explosion of historical writing on the city
that was once bombay this book featuring new essays by its finest historians presents a rich sample
of bombay s palimpsestic pasts it considers the making of urban communities and spaces the
workings of power and the nationalist makeover of the colonial city in addressing these themes the
contributors to this volume engage critically with the scholarship of a distinguished historian of this
frenetic metropolis for over five decades jim masselos has brought to life with skill and empathy
bombay s hidden histories his books and essays have traversed an extraordinarily diverse range of
subjects from the actions of the city s elites to the struggles of its most humble denizens his
pioneering research has opened up new perspectives and inspired those who have followed in his
wake bombay before mumbai is a fitting tribute to masselos enduring contribution to south asian
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urban history

Bombay Before Mumbai
2021-05-31

csit aptikom journal on computer science and information technologies published by aptikom
organized by aptikom publisher and pandawan csit is published three a year every march july and
november

APTIKOM Journal on Computer Science and Information
Technologies (CSIT) Vol. 5 No. 2 July 2020
2024-01-11

this is the first socio legal multi jurisdictional study on hazing ragging this book considers four
countries the usa india sri lanka and australia it states the legal position identifies lacunas in law and
proposes possible legal solutions unfortunately laws regulations and policies have failed to stamp out
hazing from university campuses and residential colleges hazing has spiralled out of control in a
number of countries it has descended into a cruel barbaric and inhuman practice the number of
students subjected to hazing and sexual abuse is alarming according to a 2022 survey more than half
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53 of american students who were part of a fraternity or sorority experienced hazing students are
murdered harmed abused and suffer long term trauma the prevention of hazing is one of the most
important responsibilities of 21st century universities the theme of the book is that universities are in
the best position to protect students from hazing and must play a vital role as a sociological study the
book also considers why hazing occurs and what can be done to prevent it without engaging with the
underlying causes legal punitive measures continue to address the symptom rather than the cause
the book therefore explores how a more innovative approach to regulation can help tackle the cause
the book will be of interest to policy makers regulators at universities education and legal academics
and personal injury lawyers

Hazing (Ragging) at Universities: A Legal Perspective
2013-01-11

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the third international conference on advances in
computing communication and control icac3 2013 held in mumbai india in january 2013 the 69
papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in the book they
deal with topics such as image processing artificial intelligence robotics wireless communications data
warehousing and mining and are organized in topical sections named computing communication
control and others
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Advances in Computing, Communication, and Control
2003

ozzy the cat describes the activities of the unusual fantora family which includes a clairvoyant
grandmother an invisible boy and a vegetarian vampire aunt

The Fabulous Fantora Files
2016-11-11

world cities and nation states takes a global perspective to show how national governments and
states provinces regions continue to play a decisive and often positive partnership role with world
cities the 16 chapter book ï 1 2 comprised of two introductory chapters 12 central chapters that draw
on case studies and two summary chapters draws on over 40 interviews with national ministers city
government officials business leaders and expert academics

World Cities and Nation States
2023-06-15

a collection of ethnographic essays on the city of mumbai erstwhile bombay the volume questions the
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city s claim of a self projected cosmopolitanism by exploring its relationship with religion

Religions, Mumbai Style
2007-10-22

the parsis are india s smallest minority community yet they have exercised a huge influence on the
country as pioneers in education in nineteenth century india and as leading figures in banking and
commerce medicine law and journalism they were at the forefront of india s industrial revolution
parsis were also at the heart of the creation of the indian national congress in the nineteenth century
and contributed some of the great leaders through into the twentieth century this book written by
notable experts in the field explores various key aspects of the parsis it spans the time from their
arrival in india to the twenty first century all contributions are based on original research and most of
them use hitherto unexplored primary sources the first part of the book analyzes the topic of parsi
migration from very different points of view the second part presents leading parsi personalities of the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries the final part is a set of studies of the parsi traditional community
in bombay and an examination of three different diasporas the concluding chapter by john r hinnells
shows the range of contributions of parsis to modern india and also in the diasporas where the
zoroastrian religion is practiced in more countries around the globe than at any time in its history of
more than 3 000 years
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Parsis in India and the Diaspora
2020-11-30

this book is the first monograph to study the processes of establishing and reconstructing the
academician system and the landmark events in the history of science and technology in 20th century
china it also provides new insights to help us understand the process of scientific institutionalization
in modern china drawing on detailed archive records it discusses the process of the establishment of
the academia sinica s academician system in the republic of china as well as the unique and tortuous
transformation process from members of the academic divisions 学部委员 to academicians of the chinese
academy of sciences 中国科学院 in the people s republic of china these play an important part of china s
modernization process and reflect scientific institutionalization in china the book also highlights the
fact that under the leadership of the government the academic elite became participants in the
construction of national academic system after the founding of the people s republic of china

The Establishment and Reconstruction of the Academician
System in China
2021-09-20

this book is about skateboard video and experimental ways of thinking about cities it makes a
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provocative argument to consider skate video as an archive of the city from below here below has a
dual meaning first below refers to an unofficial archive a subaltern history of urban space second
below refers to the angle from which skateboarders and filmers gaze upon capture and consume the
city from the ground up since taking to the streets in the early 1980s skateboarding has been
captured on film video tape and digital memory cards edited into consumable forms and circulated
around the world videos are objects amenable to ethnographic analysis while also archiving exercises
in urban ethnography by their creators i advocate for taking skate video seriously as a fragile archive
of the urban backstage collective memory across time and space creative urban practice urban
encounters people to people and people to object s and the globalization of a subculture at once
delinquent and magnificent

Skateboard Video
2020-06-29

housing problems have become increasingly complex in the global south an increased pressure to
upgrade older stock to provide adequate infrastructure and bring city amenities to urban peripheries
compounds the continued need for new housing of a decent standard this comprehensive volume
spans nine countries simultaneously analyzing innovative housing policies and questioning the idea of
innovation in this arena the authors describe three persistent global challenges to contemporary
policy the inherent difficulty in mass producing housing of decent quality with access to the city the
challenge of community based upgrading programmes which often fail to benefit those who are worst
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off and the political root of housing policies which don t always consider the diverse needs of
populations at the expense of the least powerful this volume raises questions about what many
consider the two most successful areas of housing policy in the global south the community based
land sharing programmes for redevelopment in south east asia and the finance driven social housing
programmes in latin america the authors examine mass housing production programmes incremental
development processes community based urban upgrading the legal structure of condominiums and
land sharing policies while also highlighting challenges to policy learning across contexts this book will
be of great interest to students researchers and those involved with contemporary housing policies
particularly in the global south it was originally published as a special issue of the international journal
of housing policy

Housing Policy Innovation in the Global South
2020-07-24

preeti was sorry but wanted her parents to know the truth behind her suicide she advised her parents
not to go to the police with her letter as it may not result in anything since her tormentors were very
powerful they might have to lose sleep over the issue and their lives were at risk she didn t identify
her perpetrators since they were powerful in the society all their parents were powerful while one was
a politician one was a multi millionaire and others were highly placed bureaucrats they could buy
anyone for money and finally they had her videos her final words were sorry mom and dad what
manish and shrishti will do will they approach the police again if they take law in their own hands will
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they succeed

Black Stallion
2014-11-20

dishonourably dismissed from the police force roy has been condemned to a life of obscurity the twist
in the tale comes with the murder of a well known man in the mumbai finance circle roy is hired by
the self made tycoon jayesh kumar to probe the case while roy is excited at the chance at redemption
he fails to understand why he became the chosen one what looks at first an open and shut case quite
rapidly evolves into a tale of deceit and revenge roy must take care not to fall for the suspect and not
to see things as they appear as his personal life gets tied to the success of the case the question
becomes not whether he can have faith in strangers but whether he can trust his friends inspired from
real life cases the monsoon murders is a fast paced detective novel taking the indian crime fiction
genre to mysterious depths

The Monsoon Murders
2011-02-10

cinematic terror takes a uniquely long view of filmmakers depiction of terrorism examining how
cinema has been a site of intense conflict between paramilitaries state authorities and censors for
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well over a century in the process it takes us on a journey from the first age of terror that helped
trigger world war one to the global war on terror that divides countries and families today tony shaw
looks beyond hollywood to pinpoint important trends in the ways that film industries across europe
north and south america asia africa and the middle east have defined terrorism down the decades
drawing on a vast array of studio archives government documentation personal interviews and box
office records shaw examines the mechanics of cinematic terrorism and challenges assumptions
about the links between political violence and propaganda

Cinematic Terror
2020-12-24

born against a background of privation and civil war divided along lines of caste class language and
religion independent india emerged somehow as a united and democratic country ramachandra guha
s hugely acclaimed book tells the full story the pain and the struggle the humiliations and the glories
of the world s largest and least likely democracy while india is sometimes the most exasperating
country in the world it is also the most interesting ramachandra guha writes compellingly of the
myriad protests and conflicts that have peppered the history of free india moving between history and
biography the story of modern india is peopled with extraordinary characters guha gives fresh
insights into the lives and public careers of those long serving prime ministers jawaharlal nehru and
indira gandhi but the book also writes with feeling and sensitivity about lesser known though not
necessarily less important indians peasants tribals women workers and musicians massively
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researched and elegantly written india after gandhi is a remarkable account of india s rebirth and a
work already hailed as a masterpiece of single volume history this tenth anniversary edition published
to coincide with seventy years of india s independence is revised and expanded to bring the narrative
up to the present

India After Gandhi
2017-05-04

for sumit life was on the right track with a successful and promising career ahead so little did he
expect it to hit him so hard that it would disrupt normalcy and force him to take a path least traversed
with shattered dreams and no hopes of resuscitation he collects back those pieces and starts
rebuilding everything from scratch in order to recoup his honour and dignity alternating between
timelines of the past and present set against the backdrop of haldia rourkela and mumbai simon s
debut novel the bitter half a dichotomy of trust betrayal is inspired by a set of true events that
provides a poignant view into the dark world of a litigant s melancholic sufferings

The Bitter Half
2008

sociometrics and human relationships translates the latest academic research into practical business
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strategies and techniques for social network analysis this essential new title is key reading for
students and practitioners across marketing design sociology psychology and the humanities and
comes with a free academic license of condor

Sociometrics and Human Relationships
2015-09-25

the book is primarily based on the facts and figures culled out from official records such as regimental
histories war diaries of the units and higher formations of the indian armed forces maintained by the
india office library london the national archives of india delhi and the records preserved in various
states archives correspondence between the secretary of state for war and the viceroy in india was
another vital source material the war dispatches from the force commanders to the commander in
chief also helped in understanding the nuances of the first world war ww i authentic published sources
some of which are first hand accounts by participating commanders have also been used

Guide to Indian Periodical Literature
2021-12-22

as ibm scale out network attached storage sonas is adopted it is important to provide information
about planning installation and daily administration this ibm redbooks publication also describes
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leading tuning practices information gained by those who implement and support sonas these
preferred practices are based on hands on experience from the field monitoring of the sonas system
is included this ibm redbooks publication provides information about ibm sonas features and function
at the 1 5 1 level this book is the companion to the ibm sonas implementation guide sg24 7962 ibm
redbooks publication it is intended for readers who have implemented sonas and are responsible for
daily administration and monitoring

Indian Armed Forces in the World War
2019-04-21

it was all lovely it was all normal the college was filled with hot girls and desperate boys and stale oily
canteen food and impertinent yet funny teachers who loved insulting their students and vice versa it
was a dumb place although not as dumb as karan johar s idea of college aarush aisha and rishi were
living their best lives so it was all lovely it was all normal until the new girl joined in they never knew
it will all change forever get ready to witness a murder a mystery a lie a friendship love and hatred
get ready to be engrossed in this psychological fiction suspense and thriller get ready for she was a
friend in need who was she what was she hiding and what did she want will aarush be able to find the
answers or will he end up losing something someone find out as he narrates his college diary to his
nineteen year old daughter
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IBM SONAS Best Practices
2014-12-17

during the last two decades rapid economic growth and development in india has been based upon
the mass employment of informal labour using case studies from three urban regions this book
examines this growth in modern india s cities and towns it argues that india has undergone a process
of uneven and combined development during its integration with the world economy leading to a
distorted form of urban development this book is about work and resistance in india s massive
informal economy it looks at the growth of informal labour in bangalore mumbai and new delhi during
an era of neoliberal economic policymaking going beyond mainstream accounts it argues that india s
rapid economic development has been based upon the mass employment of workers on low wages
who lack basic social protection and rights at work it discusses how urban development in india is
characterised by a combination of industrialisation industrial relocation restructuring and
informalisation departing from some existing studies of de industrialisation it re frames
informalisation as a process that complements rather than contradicts contemporary industrialisation
in rapidly emerging economies the book adopts a classes of labour approach classifying each case of
informal labour as a specific form of exploitation as a different way for employers to lower production
costs control workers and increase enterprise flexibility offering a critique of existing data on the
measurement and monitoring of informal labour and employment the book is relevant to students and
scholars of development studies international political economy and south asian studies
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She Was A Friend In Need
2021-04-23

with the immense amount of data that is now available online security concerns have been an issue
from the start and have grown as new technologies are increasingly integrated in data collection
storage and transmission online cyber threats cyber terrorism hacking and other cybercrimes have
begun to take advantage of this information that can be easily accessed if not properly handled new
privacy and security measures have been developed to address this cause for concern and have
become an essential area of research within the past few years and into the foreseeable future the
ways in which data is secured and privatized should be discussed in terms of the technologies being
used the methods and models for security that have been developed and the ways in which risks can
be detected analyzed and mitigated the research anthology on privatizing and securing data reveals
the latest tools and technologies for privatizing and securing data across different technologies and
industries it takes a deeper dive into both risk detection and mitigation including an analysis of
cybercrimes and cyber threats along with a sharper focus on the technologies and methods being
actively implemented and utilized to secure data online highlighted topics include information
governance and privacy cybersecurity data protection challenges in big data security threats and
more this book is essential for data analysts cybersecurity professionals data scientists security
analysts it specialists practitioners researchers academicians and students interested in the latest
trends and technologies for privatizing and securing data
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Cracking IAS Prelims General Studies Revision Modules –
Quizzes & Practice Tests Paper 1 & 2 (Vol. 9/9)
2017-03-07

this autobiography is a rare story of the courage and the conviction of a person holding a position of
power and authority taking on the high and the mighty refusing to buckle under pressure and do what
is unethical and illegal risking his career time and again the author had a journey in defiance fighting
relentlessly against the corrupt system during his two decades long tenure he had to quite often face
the trials by fire in order to secure his college with a solid foundation of perennial values transparency
and commitment to truth the autobiography is in four parts part i blissful ignorance narrates the life of
a rustic village boy and how he transformed part ii awakening is about the author s struggle to find
meaning and purpose for existence and becoming a teacher by accident part iii rise is regarding his
appointment as the principal the conspiracy to scuttle the appointment and his legal battles part iv
turbulence is about his uninterrupted nerve racking duel with multiple authorities to reinstate the
truth and justice and protect the institution of principal and by taking a high moral ground and
displaying mental toughness he weathered a turbulent period of calculated verbal assaults aimed at
making him dispirited and crippled this is the first time that such an autobiography is penned by the
head of any educational institution giving a gripping account of his torrid times the book makes an
interesting and inspirational reading it is rich engaging and very truthful the heads of educational
institutions particularly the future generation of academic administrators will profit by the book
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Informal Labour in Urban India
2020-09-22

who can buy students pursuing b com bba m com mba and other commerce and professional courses
it is according to the syllabus of various universities income tax law and accounts book is the outcome
of the desire to present the provisions income tax in a simple and easy language all the relevant facts
and provisions have been presented in such a way that even a common man may easily understand
the provisions of income tax provisions of the act have been explained with the help of formulae
clarifications tables illustrations etc all the provisions of income tax applicable for the assessment
year have been incorporated in the book including provisions of finance act 2019 and latest circulars
issued by cbdt

Research Anthology on Privatizing and Securing Data
2018-07-25

the guide opens with an overview of the history of the positive in psychiatry a summary of the
effectiveness of positive interventions and an over arching conceptualization of the field of positive
psychiatry thirteen detailed cases follow organized into three sections mental health medical care and
educational and coaching interventions
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THE TRIAL BY FIRE : MEMOIRS OF A COLLEGE PRINCIPAL
2019-10-04

the book presents papers from the 6th international conference on big data and cloud computing
challenges icbcc 2019 held at the university of missouri kansas city usa on september 9 and 10 2019
and organized in collaboration with vit chennai the book includes high quality original research on
various aspects of big data and cloud computing offering perspectives from the industrial and
research communities on how to address the current challenges in the field as such it is a valuable
reference resource for researchers and practitioners in academia and industry

Income Tax Law and Accounts
2015-07-17

india s economic growth has brought opportunities for many but to what extent has it benefitted its
ethnically shaped underclass the dalits have dalits fared better in a neoliberal india or have structural
economic and social changes served to magnify dalit disadvantage this volume offers a varied picture
of dalit experience in different states in contemporary india the essays draw on factual research in
rural and urban areas by experts in the field with case studies ranging from dalit entrepreneurs in
bhopal to housewives in tamil nadu to ex millworkers in mumbai the book contends that radically
progressive change and advance is attended by discrimination and exclusion as well as surprising
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new areas of stigma with contributions by political scientists anthropologists sociologists and
economists the volume will be key reading for scholars and students of dalit and subaltern studies
sociology political science and economics

Positive Psychiatry
2021-07-05

this book contains the best selected research papers presented at ictcs 2020 fifth international
conference on information and communication technology for competitive strategies the conference
was held at jaipur rajasthan india during 11 12 december 2020 the book covers state of the art as
well as emerging topics pertaining to ict and effective strategies for its implementation for
engineering and managerial applications this book contains papers mainly focused on ict for
computation algorithms and data analytics and it security

Proceedings of 6th International Conference on Big Data
and Cloud Computing Challenges
2016-01-01

autobiographical reminiscences of ram naik born 1934 politician from maharashtra india
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Dalits in Neoliberal India
2021-08-26

this volume brings together established and emerging scholars from academia and think tanks to
reflect on important conceptual strategic and developmental issues in india s national security it
provides a comprehensive understanding of national security through a more open approach covering
both traditional and non traditional concerns that have a bearing on the survival and well being of
humanity it discusses key themes such as perceptions about china civil military relations gender and
military nuclear safety arms trade and cybersecurity human security food and water security soft
power and the media s role in covering security issues as a festschrift for commodore c uday bhaskar
it highlights and adds to his scholarly contributions to the national security debate in the country for
the past three decades a unique contribution this volume will be indispensable for students and
researchers of politics and international relations national security human security geopolitics non
traditional security military and strategic studies and south asian studies

Information and Communication Technology for Competitive
Strategies (ICTCS 2020)
2006
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this document records the multiple explorations carried out in the spring and fall of 2005 by the
students in the graduate sutdios at the tauban college of architecture and urban planning at the
university of michigan p 5

Marching Ahead

Facets of India’s Security

Mapping Mumbai
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